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Restless Meets Reckless

What do you do... when the man of your dreams walks back into your life?"All my life I've dreamt of
telling the truth."Alex Clarence is restless for a chance to show just how good he is to the editors at
the newspaper he works for. His lifelong dream is to work for the news desk, but it's been a couple
of years and he's still stuck in as a lowly metro reporter, handling boring stories about playground
openings and rich kids' birthday parties. His ambition of hitting the front page of the Tribune seems
more and more distant by the day..."Why don't I settle down somewhere? Because I don't
belong."It's been seven years since Thomas Nyman abruptly dropped out of college in pursuit of his
reckless desire to see the world, no matter what it takes. The years have hardly mellowed him
down, but he's back in the States and the first person he calls is his old college roommate, Alex.
They were more than best friends back then... why was there an undercurrent of romantic tension
between them? And can it be brought back?"All these years I've waited for you."Thomas comes to
Alex with the story of a lifetime â€” there's a charitable foundation out there that seems to be losing a
suspicious amount of money every quarter. He doesn't know Alex's stuck doing stories he hates,
but Thomas believes in Alex. Faith turns into a bond of trust, friendship, romance and
passion...When it turns out this corruption might be linked to a big shot politician, will Alex hold
steady and write a story that'll expose his misdeeds, or will their intensifying relationship distract him
from changing the world?Restless Meets Reckless is a sweet and steamy second-chance gay
romance. It is a full-length novel with no cliffhanger and a delightful HEA.
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Ã‚Â¸.â€¢*You hold on tight and make sure he's not covered in butter.A political drama, second
chance love and eroticism best covers this second book for new comer, Luke Reynolds.Thomas
was back and he was hotter than ever! Alex could not believe his college crush, his ex roommate,
the man he's lost his heart to seven years ago; the man who'd crushed him to a pulp when he's left
like a thief in the night, was back. And Thomas came bearing gifts.One time ago, Alex was slated to
be a political reporter. With a famous father, he left his wealth behind to make it on his own.
However, sometimes life throws curved balls and the life intended gets swept under the rug. A lowly
metro reporter, Alex is barely scraping the barrel for a decent story. Throw in a jealous immediate
boss and he will never see politics as it was intended to be written.You're mine. Was this what I
wanted? A relationship...from a man who could never commit to a place, let alone a person?When
Thomas reenters his life with a story that can catapult his sinking career, Alex grabs the bull by the
horn and does an expose that blows a politician out of the water. Along the way, he reconnects with
Thomas moving from friends to lovers. But can his heart take it when free spirited Thomas decides
it's time to move on? How will Alex survive another seven years with a broken heart? There is much
growing up in this book and a heart's song that kept me going. Two songs were my repeat playlist,
but one stood out, especially halfway through til the end... the slow version of Safety Suit's Never
Stop.I simply enjoyed this book.
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